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Introduction

According to a 2019 SANS Institute survey sponsored 

by BlackBerry Cylance, there is now broad consensus 

among security professionals that artificial intelligence (AI) 

technologies can play an important role in reducing cyber 

risks. Exactly what that role is, however, and how it will evolve 

over time, remains unclear for many survey respondents.

Opinions varied about the maturity of AI, its benefits and 

risks, and the baseline requirements for an AI-enabled 

security solution. Despite this, a majority of those surveyed 

see AI as an enabler for improved security and more than 

half report they are already using or plan to use security 

solutions with AI capabilities. 

 

Read on for more of the specific key takeaways from the 

survey results.

Survey Participant Demographics

SANS targeted professionals working or active in cyber-

security and involved with or interested in the use of 

AI for improving the security posture of their organi-

zation. 60% of the companies surveyed were small to 

medium-sized businesses.
 

 
 
 
Top Five Industries of participation:

 
 
Main Role Categories:

WHAT’S AI
GOT TO DO
WITH IT?

K E Y  F I N D I N G S

T O P  F I V E  H I G H L I G H T S

How do respondents plan to use AI? Here are the top three applications for AI:

What technologies are part of an AI-enabled solution? Here are the top three:

AI vs. human intelligence — What cognitive abilities are expected?

How does AI improve security? AI is seen as enabling, enhancing, and protecting.

Is AI technology mature? It depends on who you ask, but confidence is growing.

8585% 6767% 4646%

The majority of respondents (45.8%) view AI-based security solutions as a maturing market, and 
the second largest group of respondents (34.7%) feel it is a still-immature market, however security 
staff expressed more confidence in AI-driven solutions than their management counterparts.

Most respondents expect AI solutions to demonstrate cognitive capabilities akin to those of 
humans, such as learning from experience (81.3%), predicting outcomes (79.1%), and discovering 
trends in the data sans human intervention (80.2%).

The number one leading barrier to adoption? AI technology lacking maturity.

of those surveyed  
view AI as enabling

CYBERSECURITY DEFENSE 

PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS

believe that traditional 
tools will remain in force

MALWARE PREVENTION

DEEP LEARNING PLATFORMS

REDUCING TIME BETWEEN  
REMEDIATION AND INFECTION

IMPROVING THE DETECTION 
OF UNKNOWN THREATS 

ENABLING MORE EFFECTIVE
OVERALL PROTECTION

regard AI-based security 
solutions as “maturing”
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  Management
Including C-suite 
and executives

  Staff
Including analysts 
and administration

  Others
All other smaller
categories

   1. Technology (17%)

   2. Cybersecurity Provider (14%)

   3. Financial (11%)

   4. Education (8%) Beyond Grade 12

   5. Federal Government (7%)

https://pages.cylance.com/en-us-report-security-gets-smart-with-ai.html
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